What people say?
I was listening to "Jasmine Flower" on 'Village Tales' and was so enthralled with your singing
and the melody that I went on the Internet to see what a Jasmine flower looks like. I was in
Calgary last week and went to a nursery and was able to buy a potted Jasmine plant. I took it to a
senior's home where I volunteer and presented to the residents. It will bring them joy and I'll be
able to see it when in blooms.Thanks very much for having your music inspire me to do
something nice for some nice elderly people.
-Larry Farmer
“...characterized not only by excellence of musicianship but by great innovation. This is excellent
World Music fusion. We should be justly proud to have such innovative global artists working
here.”
-Tony Montague/The Vancouver Courier
“Communion avec Silk Road.Le petit village a vécu un grand moment festif mardi soir a
Brouqueyran.
-Le Républicain. France.”
“My wife and I were enthralled with the virtuosity of the performers and by the beautiful fit of
the lyrics to the Chinese rhythms... Thanks for a new experience.”
-Ken Pinder(Vancouver)
“This is radical in a gentle,subtle,and innovative way”
-Marian MacNair(Montreal)/The Vancouver Sun
“...a must for fans of Chinese music and especially for world music enthusiasts who delight in
cross-cultural fertilization.”
-The Rogue Folk Review(Vancouver)
“I have had the pleasure of listening to your concert in Britain broadcast live on the BBC World
Service last week...I am utterly stunned by your music... and I find it really touching with deep
meanings and open spaces in the horizon... Mind you, I did listen to Chinese music before but
yours somehow sounds magically special.”
-Mr. Abdullatif A.O. Elhag (Amsterdam)
"Silk Road Music is a festival director's delight because they are so great at jamming. Every
time I book them, people tell me 'That's the best workshop I've ever seen"
-Terry Wickham / director of the Edmonton Folk Music Festival
”
“Silk Road Spins ‘Village Tales’...with the aim of showcasing traditional Chinese music in a
performance setting,Silk Road Music has since evolved,fusing varied traditional styles of
Chinese music with diverse musical influences...”
-Larry LeBlanc/Billboard (USA)
“... We really enjoyed the show! We purchased your new CD and listen to it all the time. (We
are presently learning Mandarin and are picking up some of the Chinese lyrics in the songs!)…
-Yu Fen Lan(Vancouver)

